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Simplification of Disjunctive Antecedents



(1)



If Pierre had studied hard or cheated, he would have passed the exam. { If Pierre had studied hard, he would have passed the exam { If Pierre had cheated, he would have passed the exam if A, C if B, C
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SDA*



if A or B, C {



P{Q



used descriptively as follows: we tend to judge Q true where P is true, and P false where Q is false (“material inferication”)



Questions Q1 Empirically speaking, should the semantics for (counterfactual) conditionals (and disjunction) make if A or B, C entail if A, C and if B, C? Q2 Is it possible to have a reasonable semantics for counterfactuals (and or) that does so? in a non ad hoc way? Q3 What are the alternatives?
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Q2



Ellis et al. (1977) (following Fine (1975)): there can be no adequate semantics for counterfactuals which both treats or (uniformly) as the boolean connective ‘∨’ and has the following two (plausible) properties, SDA and SEA (let ‘€’ be an arbitrary counterfactual conditional connective such that) SDA SEA



((A ∨ B) € C) ⇒



A€C B€C



∀P∀Q∀R[(P ⇔ Q) → ((P € R) ⇔ (Q € R))] ‘if P and Q are logically equivalent, if P, R and if Q, R are logically equivalent’



where ‘⇒’ is (metalanguage) shorthand for entailment; P ⇒ Q iff ∀M∀w(M, w |= P → M, w |= Q) 1



We limit discussion to counterfactual conditionals, though the same seems to hold for indicatives.
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informally: ‘P entails Q just in case Q is true in any possible world in which Q is true (under any interpretation of the non-logical vocabulary they contain)’2 (2)



a. b.



(3)



a. b.



If Royal were president of France and Gore were president of the USA, the USA and France would be allies. If Gore were president of the USA and Royal were president of France, the USA and France would be allies. If Susan had not been married, I would have kissed her. If Susan had been single, I would have kissed her.



Ellis et al. (1977): Mon follows from SDA and SEA (A € C) ⇒ ((A ∧ B) € C) (A € C) ⇒ (A+ € C) where A+ ⇒ A



Mon (4)



a. b.



If the USA were to throw it’s weapons into the sea, there would be war. But if the USA and all its enemies were to throw their weapons into the sea, there would be peace. (Lewis, 1973)



Ellis et al. (1977)’s proof that Mon follows from SDA and SEA. a. suppose A € C [is true at arbitrary M,w] b. A ⇔ ((A ∧ B) ∨ (A ∧ ¬B)) c. ((A ∧ B) ∨ (A ∧ ¬B)) € C [is true at M,w by SEA] d. (A ∧ B) € C [is true at M,w by SDA]  more generally a. suppose A € C [is true at arbitrary M,w] b. A ⇔ (A ∨ (A ∧ A+ )) c. (A ∨ (A ∧ A+ )) € C [is true at M,w by SEA] d. (A ∧ A+ ) € C [is true at M,w by SDA] e. A+ € C [is true at M,w, by (b)]  E XERCISE: do SEA and SDA together also validate the other intuitively invalid inference patterns discussed by Stalnaker (1968); Lewis (1973)? Do they reduce ‘€’ to strict implication? C ONTRAPOSITION: (A € B) ⇒ (¬B € ¬A) (Even) if Goethe had survived the year 1832, he would be dead by now ; If Goethe were not dead by now, he would not have survived the year 1832 (A. Kratzer) T RANSITIVITY: ((A € B) ∧ (B € C)) ⇒ (A € C) If J. Edgar Hoover had been born in Russia, he would have been a Communist. If J. Edgar Hoover had been a Communist, would have been a traitor ; If J. Edgar Hoover had been born in Russia, he would have been a traitor (Lewis, 1973)
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A model M is a tuple hW, Ii, where I assigns to each piece of non-logical vocabulary a function from possible worlds w ∈ W to an extension. Here, we deal deal with just propositional logic, so I assigns to the propositional letters sets of possible worlds (≈ functions from possible worlds to truth values). M, w |= A iff w ∈ I(A). We write |A| for I(A).
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3 3.1



SIMPLIFICATION OF DISJUNCTIVE ANTECEDENTS



Logically Possible Responses Drop Boolean or



Use a special semantics (at least for the instances the occur in counterfactual antecedents). (Considered by Lewis (1977), proposed by Higginbotham (1991); Alonso-Ovalle (2004)). Higginbotham (1991): or is ambiguous between ‘∨’ and a wide scope universal quantifier. SDA appears to hold because it tends to appear in this incarnation in the antecedent of conditionals. (5)



logical form of If A of B, C: ∀P((P = A ∨ P = B) → (P € C))



P ROBLEM : (6)



Alex isn’t studying or cleaning his room. His mother would be happy if he were studying or cleaning his room.



Alonso-Ovalle (2004): or is essentially a set union operator. Its semantic force ultimately depends on other (possibly unpronounced) operators under which it is embedded. ‘€’ is such an operator (7)



I(A or B)={A, B} default rule: interpret A or B as Op A or B if necessary to arrive at a truth value a. Op A or B is true in M,w iff ∃P ∈ I(A or B) such that P is true in M,w



(8)



If A or B, C is true in M,w iff ∀P ∈ {A, B}, P € C is true in M,w for P , A or B: If P, Q is true in M,w iff P € C is true in M,w



nb. Mon need not be valid even if SEA is, since A or (A and A+ ) < A (in the context € C, since the default rule needn’t apply there) P ROBLEMS: Looks ad hoc, and possibly runs into similar difficulties to Higginbotham (9)



A: Alex is studying or cleaning his room. B: If what you said were true/were the case, his mother would be happy.



if ‘what you said’ denotes a meaning rather than a linguistic form, the account fails to explain why B seems to be understood as if he had said If Alex were studying or cleaning his room, his mother would be happy. (10)



3.2



A: I look fat today. B: What you just said is not true/not the case. I look great today!



Drop SEA



For disjunctive antecedents, at least. Give a special rule of interpretation for ‘€’ which (by brute force) ensures (A ∨ B) € C and ((A € C) ∧ (B € C)) to be equivalent (Nute, 1975). Again, looks ad hoc.



3.3



Use a semantics for conditionals/disjunction without SDA



e.g. Lewis (1973)’s, and give an alternative, non-semantic account of the intuition SDA* 3
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Lewis’s Semantics* (Lewis (1973, §2.3)) and Disjunctive Antecedents



4 (11)



A € B is true at M,w iff ∀w ∈ f (|A|)(w), w ∈ |B| ‘. . . B is true in each of the worlds in which A is true that are most similar to w’



(12)



f (|A|)(w) = {u : u ∈ |A| ∧ ∀v(v ∈ |A| → u w v)} nb. potentially undefined, without the ‘Limit Assumption’, which we make just to simplify the discussion. A model is now a tuple h W, I, {w : w ∈ W} i.



(13)



Following Lewis (1973, §2.3): ∀w, w is a. transitive: ∀t∀u∀v((t w u ∧ u w v) → t w v) b. total: ∀u∀v(u w v ∨ v w u) c. strongly centered: ∀u((u w w) → u = w)3



(14)



f (|A ∨ B|)(w) = {u : u ∈ |A ∨ B| ∧ ∀v(v ∈ |A ∨ B| → u w v)} a. = f (|A|)(w), if ∃u∃v(v ∈ |A| ∧ u ∈ |B| ∧ ¬(u w v)) ‘=the closest A worlds, if there is an A world closer than the closest B worlds’ b. = f (|B|)(w), if ∃u∃v(v ∈ |B| ∧ u ∈ |A| ∧ ¬(u w v)) ‘=the closest B worlds, if there is a B world closer than the closest A worlds’ c. f (|A|)(w) ∪ f (|B|)(w), otherwise



Returning to (1); suppose that Pierre, being honest, is not likely to have cheated. Plausibly, then, the closest worlds (to the actual one, where he didn’t have time to study) in which he either studied hard or cheated are ones in which he studied hard (and didn’t cheat). (1) is predicted true iff he passed the exam in those worlds, regardless of what would have happened had he cheated (plausibly he would have been caught, and failed, had he done so).
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A solution: conditionals as plural definite descriptions (Bittner, 2001; Schein, 2001; Schlenker, 2004)



(15)



if A, B ≈ the closest plurality of A worlds are B worlds



(16)



if a, B is true at M,w iff ∀w ∈ F(|A|)(w), w ∈ |B| ‘. . . B is true in each v that is part of the plurality of A worlds that is closer to w than any other plurality of A worlds’



plurals and descriptions (Link, 1983; Schwarzschild, 1996): |the candidates|= the largest set X: X ⊆ Pow(|candidate|)= {x: x is a candidate} (17)



a. b. 3



V ⊆ Pow(|A|) ∀U((U ⊆ Pow(|A|)) → V ∗∗ w U) Pow(|A|) = {S : S ⊆ |A|} (the set of pluralities of worlds in which A is true) U ∗∗ w V iff ∀u(u ∈ U → ∃v(v ∈ V ∧ u w v)) ∧ ∀v(v ∈ V → ∃u(u ∈ U ∧ u w v))



F(|A|)(w)= the maximal set V such that



(b) and (c) entail that w is reflexive.
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SIMPLIFICATION OF DISJUNCTIVE ANTECEDENTS



why this notion of pluralization of a relation? Sauerland (1998); Beck (2000); Beck and Sauerland (2000) show that it is relevant to the semantics of descriptions more genereally: (18)



The soldiers shot the prisoners a. ‘each of the soldiers shot at least one of the prisoners, and each of the prisoners got shot by at least one of the soldiers’ b. = ∗∗ |shot|()



(19)



The Senators from the Western states don’t (all) fit in the room a. = ‘the maximal plurality (set) of soldiers X such that every x∈X is from some western state y, and for every western state y at at least one of X is from y. . . ’ b. = the maximal X: |senators|(X) ∧ ∗∗ |from|(). . . c. , ‘The Senators who are (each) from each of the Western states...’ d. , ‘Each of the Western states x is such that: the senators from x don’t fit in the room’ (too strong: requires that the room be too big for two Senators)



Still we don’t have SDA as a property of the semantics. If the closest A-worlds are closer than the closest B-worlds, F(|AorB|)(w) cannot contain any B-world (closest or otherwise). (20)



F(|AorB|)(w)= the largest set V such that



V ⊆ Pow(|AorB|) ∀U((U ⊆ Pow(|AorB|)) → V ∗∗ w U)



Proof. Suppose that F(|AorB|)(w) contained a B-world, call it b. Then it would not be the 0 case that ∀U((U ⊆ Pow(|AorB|)) → F(|AorB|)(w) ∗∗ w U). There would be a U ⊆ Pow(|AorB|), for example the set of closest A-worlds, such that ¬(F(|AorB|)(w) ∗∗ w U) (since there is no u0 ∈ U such that b w u0 .  However; we can derive it by ‘locally’ enriching the meaning of the if clause (with the underlined condition) (21)



V ⊆ Pow(|AorB|) F(|AorB|)(w)= the largest set V such that ∀U((U ⊆ Pow(|AorB|)) → V ∗∗ w U) ∃u(u ∈ V ∧ u ∈ |A|) ∧ ∃u0 (u0 ∈ V ∧ u ∈ |B|)



Result (not proven here): F(|AorB|)(w) will be the set containing all and only a. the closest A-worlds, i.e. f (|A|)(w) b. the closest B-worlds, F(|B|)(w) c. any A-worlds that are at least as close as the closest B-worlds, if the closest B-worlds are more remote than the closest A worlds d. any B-worlds that are at least as close as the closest A-worlds, if the closest A-worlds are more remote than the closest B worlds The result is not trivial (there is no way to add a similar local enrichment to Lewis’s semantics to obtain something similar). But what would justify addition? Basic idea: An if -clause is a referential device, and in most cases a speaker will know, and can be taken to know, what the words he chooses refer to. From a speaker’s perspective, there is not another form (of relatively similar complexity) that he could have used to refer simultaneously to the closest A-worlds and the closest B-worlds. From the hearer’s, if the speaker can be taken to know what his words refer to, doing this enrichment ensures that each disjunct contributes something to the meaning, 5
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and that therefore he didn’t use A or B idly or misleadingly (i.e as opposed to one of the simpler, related sentences A or B, which could have potentially yielded the same meaning). (22)



If John had been rich or good looking – I don’t remember which – Susan would have married him.



(23)



If Spain had fought on the side of the Allies or on the side of the Nazis, it would have fought for the Allies. (McKay and van Inwagen, 1977)



Is the result too strong?
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